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ABSTRACT 
 
Thermoplastic Olefins (TPO) possessing properties such as low density and 
recyclability are widely used in the automotive industry as a material of choice for 
numerous car parts and components. Scratch and mar damage reduces aesthetic value 
and is highly undesirable. Therefore, it is important to study the scratch and mar 
behavior of these materials. In this research TPO systems with and without scratch 
additive were injection molded at temperatures of 40°c, 50°c and 60°c be compared in 
terms scratch and mar behavior. All scratch and mar tests are administered on samples 
by a scratch machine using the ASTM standard D7027 method. Scratch behavior was 
studied using the onset of whitening as parameters judged by human observers and by 
the Automatic Scratch Visualization (ASV©) software. Visibility analysis of mar tests 
was done by checking for overall extent of visibility rather than simply the onset, and 
also by using contrast curves. Grazing incidence angle XRD was used to establish that 
surface crystallinity increases with mold temperature. Surface roughness results from the 
LSCM, scratch co-efficient of friction, and FTIR-ATR analysis were used to explain the 
behavior of scratch additive on the surface. Higher MFR systems show more dependence 
on mold temperature and show better scratch and mar behavior at higher temperatures. 
At higher mold temperatures, the scratch additive migrates better to the material, causing 
scratch and mar tips to slip and have lower co-efficient of friction and therefore, show 
delay in the onset of scratch and lower visibility for mar.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
TPO Thermoplastic Olefin 
XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
MFR Melt Flow Rate 
VLSCM Violet Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope 
SCOF Scratch Co-efficient of Friction 
ASV© Automatic Scratch Visualization 
PP Polypropylene 
JE1 Homopolymer PP, 4MFR 
JE2 Homopolymer PP, 17MFR 
JE3 TPO System without Scratch Additive 
JE4 TPO System with Scratch Additive 
DSLR Digital Single Lens Reflex (camera) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 In the words of Dr. H-J.Sue, it is nearly impossible to go an entire day without 
using or interacting with any polymeric material. Polymers are widely used in many 
industries for their easy availability, cheap cost, ease of processing and wide range of 
many physical and electrical properties which make them good fits for several 
applications. Even in the form of coatings, polymers are used on tools, consumer goods, 
industrial equipment, pipelines and in several other applications for enhancing surface 
hardness and resistance to friction [1]. The recent advancements made in the use of 
carbon nanotubes (CNT’s) has also given rise to the possibility of introducing CNTs into 
polymer systems to enable modification of electrical and mechanical properties even 
further.  
 Polymers can be classified as thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers. 
Thermoplastic polymers exhibit softening on heating and can be molded into different 
desired shapes at high temperatures. They solidify on cooling and retain their shape but 
can be reshaped. Thermosetting polymers or thermosets are polymers which solidify 
permanently when heated. TPOs (thermoplastic olefins) are materials with low density 
High thermal stability and recyclability. These properties make them favorable for 
manufacturing several car parts and components. Since scratch and mar damage reduce 
the aesthetic appeal of these parts and also act as irregularities and stress concentration 
points for further damage on these parts, several efforts have been made to extensively 
study the scratch and mar behavior of polymers in the past. With the increasing use of 
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polymers in the electronics industry, especially on screens for cellphones and computers, 
there is a need to ensure that materials with best scratch resistance be used, or that the 
existing material’s scratch resistance be improved by controlling processing conditions.  
 
1.1: Previously used methods of scratch and mar behavior study 
 
A scratch on a surface was defined as an asperity making a sliding indentation 
type of damage on a surface. Though this explanation serves to explain a part of the 
process to a layman, it does not cover many aspects of the scratch process. Especially in 
the case of polymers, where the viscoelasticity is a major factor contributing to the 
material’s behavior, the testing and evaluation of scratch behavior requires more care in 
explaining the stress states experienced by the material during a scratch process [2]. 
Since polymers are materials whose behavior heavily depends on temperature and other 
working conditions, a testing method which yields reproducible results needs to be used 
while studying polymer scratch behavior [3]. In the past, there have been several 
methods proposed to study scratch behavior, both at the microscopic and macroscopic 
levels. At the macroscopic scale of testing, methods like the pencil hardness test require 
little equipment to carry out and there are other tests that require more sophisticated 
machines like the Taber test, pin-on-disc machine, single-pass pendulum sclerometer, 
Ford five-finger test and Revetest scratch tester. To perform scratch tests at smaller 
scales in microns or nanometers, there are many commercially available and customized 
test machines built by individual researchers. There are cases in which Scanning probe 
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microscopy instruments such as the Atomic Force Microscope have been modified to 
perform scratch tests at micro and nano-scales[4][5][6][7]. The use of Finite element 
studies and analysis is also very popular among researchers to emulate and explain the 
underlying mechanisms behind polymer scratch behavior [8]. The present-day Industry 
mostly uses the Erichsen method and the ASTM D7027 methods since these two 
methods are considered more quantitative compared to the previously developed 
methods. In the Erichsen method, a cross-hatched pattern is produced using dead loads 
and the difference in luminance of light scattered by the pattern and the luminance of 
light scattered by the background are considered as a quantity called “ΔL”. In 
comparison, the ASTM method induces a single pass scratch by a tip which applies an 
increasing load at well-controlled conditions [9] 
 
1.2: Scratch testing method ASTM D7027 
 
The damage on the surface of materials has been classified as scratch and mar 
damage, scratch damage being caused by a single small tip at which load is 
concentrated. Scratches damage shows the formation of a groove due to material 
removal and mar damage is caused when another body slides on the surface and leaves a 
shallow but visible mark [10]. The ASTM D7027-13 standard describes a method of 
performing scratch and mar tests on a sample by using a scratch machine, shown in 
Figure 1, with an adjustable scratch tip and load range.  
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Figure 1: Scratch testing machine described by ASTM D7027 
 
The sample being tested is clamped below the attached chosen tip and load 
range, test length and test rate are specified. A scratch or mar, depending on the tip used, 
is induced on the sample. A scratch process by this method can be broken down into 
three steps as shown in Figure 2, the Indentation step, during which the tip comes in 
contact with the surface of the sample, the scratch step, during which the tip passes over 
the surface while applying a load and causing deformation or damage, and a spring-back 
step in which the tip is withdrawn from the surface, marking the end of the scratch test 
[11] [12].  
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Figure 2: Steps of a scratch test [11] 
 
Mar tests are different from scratch tests in that the depth of indentation is very 
negligible compared to a scratch test. The area of the tip is also usually much larger 
compared to the single-point contact of a scratch tip. Apart from these differences, the 
mar testing procedure is the same as scratch tests. 
 
1.3: Damage to polymers due to scratch and mar tests 
 
The work by H.Jiang et al categorizes polymers by their strength and ductility. 
Polymers with high modulus and ultimate tensile strength are classified as strong 
polymers, and those with high elongation before failure were classified to be ductile 
[11]. Scratch tests were conducted on four systems, polycarbonate (PC), Lexan 9034 
which is a ductile and strong polymer, TPO with 70% polypropylene and 30% ethylene–
propylene rubber, which is a ductile and weak system, polystyrene (PS), Styron 685D 
which is a brittle and weak system, and Epoxy, DER 332, which is a brittle and strong 
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system. Using the results of this work serves in explaining the different kinds of features 
observed when different types of polymers are scratched [11].  
 Under lower loads and stresses, the material undergoes a temporary deformation. 
This deformation is recoverable by the material and is barely visible if the material is 
allowed time for elastic recovery. For all types of polymeric material, brittle, ductile, 
strong or weak, this type of damage is common and was tentatively named “mar”, 
however, the term came to be later used for  different type of damage altogether. The 
temporary deformation is caused by compressive stresses acting to indent the material 
and slide on it in the initial part of the scratch [11].  
 Figure 3 explains the fish-scale formation process. When the normal load applied 
increases beyond the point where the material can elastically recover, plastic 
deformation is observed in a repeating pattern called fish-scale or stick-slip pattern. 
When a very ductile material is subject to a scratch test, the scratch tip experiences two 
kinds of resistances to it progress in the direction of scratch. The first resistance is the 
kinetic friction between the scratch tip which is in contact with the surface of the 
material. The second resistance is due to the material build-up in front of the tip as it 
progresses in the direction of scratch. As the normal load increases, the tip penetrates 
deeper into the material and experiences more resistance ahead of it. When the 
magnitude of induces stress goes beyond the onset value for yielding, there is a fish-
scale damage pattern formed through plastic drawing of the material. [11] 
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Figure 3: Formation of fish-scale feature [11] 
 
 
 
When the load is high enough, there will be significant material removal from the 
surface. The tip penetrates into the material and the material built up in front of the tip 
will be “plowed” away to the sides of the tip to make way for the tip in the scratch 
direction. Plowing or material removal damage is the final stage of scratch damage.  
 Ductile materials show fish-scale and material removal zones and the onset load 
and severity depends on the yield strength and failure stresses of the material, but brittle 
materials often show other types of damage along with these usual fish-scale and 
material removal features. Crazing, voids, cracks and other kinds of damage features can 
be observed on scratches induced on brittle materials. Strain hardening features can also 
be observed in some polymers along their scratch directions. It is also often observed 
that brittle materials fail easily compared to ductile materials in nature, which holds in 
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the case of scratch damage too. Brittle polymers often show early onsets of different 
types of damage.  
 
1.4: Quantifying scratch and mar visibility 
 
Scratch damage on surfaces diminishes aesthetic appeal and also acts as a stress 
concentration site in case of parts built for withstanding loads. In case of metals, it can 
be much more catastrophic in the long run as scratch grooves and areas damaged by 
scratches act as origination sites for corrosion. This happens due to a difference in 
electronegativity created locally due to scratch damage. Polymeric coatings are a 
commonly used solution to avoid this type of damage [13], beside several other methods 
like sol-gel coatings [14], cathodic protection, sealants and anti-rust solutions 
[15][16][17]. But, since polymers are not as strong or hard as metals or ceramics in 
terms of modulus or ultimate strengths, they are more susceptible to scratch and mar 
damage, visibility study is a major concern for manufacturers since aesthetics is one of 
the primary issues and therefore it needs to be emphasized upon.  
 The human eye views objects and features on objects based on not the sole 
individual absolute brightness, but rather the Contrast of the object to its surroundings 
[18] [19] [20]. That goes without saying, a minimum intensity of light must be available 
for the eye to perceive an object, since no matter how colorful or highly contrasting the 
colors on an object, nothing is visible in a dark room without illumination. H.Jiang et.al 
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have quantified the contrast% to in the equation below, where C is the contrast and Bo 
and Bb are the brightness values of the object and background respectively.[18] 
 
 
The color of an object also plays a role in the brightness of the object. Since all 
colors can be split into a combination of red, blue and green components, the brightness 
of an object in terms of the intensity levels of the individual red, green and blue 
components has been shown in the equation below, in which B is the brightness of the 
feature, R is the intensity of the Red component of light, G is the intensity of the green 
component and B is the intensity of the blue component contributing to the overall color 
of the object. [18] 
x 0.299 + G x 0.587 + B x 0.114 
In the case of both scratch and mar tests, contrast% is therefore used to quantify 
visibility rather than the individual brightness or intensity of light at the damaged region. 
The carbon black component in the samples serves to make the samples have the same 
color and therefore enables comparison between different samples. 
C  
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Figure 4: Illumination of a scratch path in various orientations [18] 
  
Figure 4 shows a scratch path illuminated by a beam of light. When illuminated 
by an angular beam of incident light, scratch shoulders produce shadows and the trough 
or the scratch groove does not, giving an appearance of two lines with a different 
brightness in between them. Therefore, it becomes pointless finding the contrast% of a 
severe scratch. [18] It has been found in previous work that the onset of scratch 
coincides with a 3% contrast value. Therefore, the onset load of scratch is the parameter 
which is more important than the contrast at a heavily damaged area of scratch. In the 
case of mar, there is no severe sub-surface damage and the appearance is that of a 
gradually darkening or whitening scrape on a surface. Also, the 3% contrast value does 
not hold true for mar test onset of visibility. It makes more sense to quantify the mar 
with a contrast curve, rather than an onset value. Also, since mar damage is of two types, 
ironing (or smoothening), and roughening, there might be some interesting correlations 
between the surface roughness change along the length of mar to the visibility of mar in 
terms of contrast%. 
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1.5: Objectives 
 
TPOs exhibit properties such as low density, high thermal stability and solvent 
resistance [21].They are also recyclable and have become increasingly used since the last 
few years in the automotive industry for manufacturing protective parts or decorative 
panels [22]. Damage due to scratches on the surface can be a precursor to failure by 
acting as regions of stress concentration and also reduce the aesthetic value of these 
parts. Therefore, Manufacturers aim to obtain surfaces with maximum scratch resistance 
[11]. This is often achieved by introducing additives like oleamides, erucamides and 
other fatty acids which serve in reducing friction improve scratch properties of materials. 
Injection molding is the most commonly used method in the production of polymeric 
parts, components and surfaces. The effect of processing conditions on the scratch and 
mar behavior of these polymers is focused on. In particular, the focus is on whether there 
are any chemical changes due to different processing conditions and whether or not there 
is a change in the scratch and mar visibility performance. The processing conditions in 
question are mold temperature, melt flow rates and the influence these conditions have 
on scratch additive performance. Whether or not there is a difference in behavior 
depends on the material properties which affect scratch and mar. Since a lot of related 
study has been done in the recent past, results from those studies and present 
experiments will be correlated to arrive at reasonable conclusions.  
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1.6: Previous results obtained using the ASTM D7027 standard 
 
There have been several attempts at understanding scratch behavior of polymers 
using the ASTM D7027-05 method and finding out the dependence of scratch properties 
on other physical properties of the polymer such as young’s modulus and yield strength. 
A few works which are relevant to the task at hand have been revisited in this section.  
The relationship of material properties such as modulus, tensile strength, yield 
stress and co-efficient of friction to polymer scratch behavior was studied by C.Xiang 
et.al, using the Hamilton and Goodman scratch model which considers a scratch as an 
overlap between an indentation and a sliding process [24]. Although this work was done 
in 2001, there are several results which are relevant to the present study. A wide range of 
polymeric materials including PP and TPO systems were studied. Scratch tests were 
conducted on these materials at both constant and progressive loads. As shown in the 
Figure 5, the elastic modulus factors in at the indentation stage of the scratch process 
mostly, and affects the residual scratch depth after elastic recovery at indentation [24].  
 
 
Figure 5: Relation between modulus and scratch depth [24] 
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It is shown that yield stress and tensile strength also dictate the type of damage 
and the extent of the plastic flow scratch pattern or the brittle fracture pattern. Polymers 
with higher yield stress values show smaller zones of plastic flow. If the tensile strength 
is lower than the yield stress, there is crack formation on the polymer surface. Since 
brittle damage is more easily visible than ductile damage, this scenario is better avoided. 
The effect of co-efficient of friction was also studied and it was found that there was 
presence of brittle damage such as cracking, crazing, de-bonding and cavitation 
wherever there were higher frictional values. Perhaps one of the most important 
conclusions from this work is the relationship between the modulus and the depth of 
scratch groove. Polymers with high moduli and show deeper scratch grooves, and 
therefore to resist scratch damage, polymers must possess a degree of rigidity [24]. 
A set of model TPO systems having different surface roughness values were 
tested by H.Jiang et al to study the effects of surface roughness and contact load on the 
scratch resistance of polymers [23]. The values of the samples and their surfaces are 
given in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Sample surface roughness values of TPO systems [23] 
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Scratch test conditions for this study were carried out in compliance with the 
method described by the ASTM D7027 standard. The scratch tip used for the tests was a 
commercially obtained stainless steel Grade 25 bearing ball with a diameter of 1 mm, 
with a maximum roughness value close to 50 nm. Other important criteria are a 
scratching speed of 100 mm/s, a normal load range of 1–40 N, and a 100mm scratch 
length. Digital load cells equipped on the scratch machine recorded the normal and 
tangential loads experienced by the tip on the surface. [23] 
 
 
Figure 7: Relation between surface roughness, contact load and SCOF [23] 
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Figure 8: Representation of a tip sliding on surfaces of different roughness [23] 
 
The results from these tests, shown in Figure 7, gave the conclusion that since 
there will only be contact at a few points on the surface, not all, and the number of points 
or the area of contact depends on the surface features of both tip and surface. As shown 
in Figure 8, Even if a surface is rough, it will have few contact points if the scratch tip is 
very smooth and therefore, a smaller area of contact would be experienced by the tip and 
surface. The tangential force of resistance is lower if there is a lower area of contact. 
Since the co-efficient of friction directly depends on the resisting tangential force, the 
value of co-efficient of friction is also lowered. When a higher load is applied during the 
scratch process, the scratch tip will locally compress the asperities on the surface of the 
sample. This will cause an increase in the area of contact between the tip and surface, 
and will be reflected as a higher co-efficient of friction. Also, another part of this study 
focuses on the effect of the presence of surface-treated erucamide additive. It is found 
that this additive causes most effect in the SCOF for the lower loads of scratch, and 
surface treatment is done to cause migration of the slip agent to the surface, which 
improves frictional properties and therefore lowers scratch damage and visibility. 
Work done by Browning et.al is very closely related to the task at hand, in terms 
of addressing the effect of molecular weight on scratch behavior. They were able to 
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associate the onset of fish-scale formation to the ultimate tensile strength of the material, 
and also compared the scratch test results of different molecular weight systems [25]. 
The conclusion from that study was that increasing the molecular weight improves the 
tensile strength and ductility of the material. Since the formation of periodic stick-slip or 
fish scale pattern on a scratch depends on the tensile strength, the onset of fish scale was 
delayed as the molecular weight of the samples used was increased. In the present study, 
there is an effort made to learn the effect of melt flow rate on scratch behavior. Since 
melt flow rate and molecular weight are factors that can be inversely related, the results 
obtained can be correlated to the results obtained by browning et al, and scratch and mar 
phenomena can be explained more convincingly. 
 
1.7: Model systems and experimental conditions 
 
 
Figure 9: Sample systems, material and processing conditions 
 
Figure 9 shows the four model systems used. The systems JE1 and JE2 are 
homopolymer PP plaques of dimensions 150mm x 100mm x 3mm, molded at different 
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melt flow rates of 4 and 17 respectively. Systems JE3 and JE4 are TPO plaques of the 
same physical dimensions, the difference between them being that a scratch additive is 
present in the polymer matrix of JE4, absent in JE3. All systems contain 1% carbon 
black pigment which is to enhance visibility of scratch and mar induced on them.  
Each model system has plaques molded at temperatures of 40°c, 50°c and 60°c. 
 
 
Figure 10: Virgin surface roughness (Rq) of sample systems 
 
Before conducting any scratch or mar tests on the samples, the surface roughness 
of the undamaged virgin area was calculated by using VLSCM, shown in Figure 10, 
using a magnification of 10x, for an area of 1350um x 1012um.  The surface roughness 
values in figure 2 indicate that there is no predictable pattern to surface roughness of 
samples with mold temperature.  
The scratch additive’s effect on virgin area surface roughness shows no pattern. 
JE3 samples do not consistently show higher or lower virgin surface roughness 
compared to JE4 samples. But, with increasing mold temperature, there is an increase 
observed in the surface roughness of the JE3 and JE4 systems.  
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2. GRAZING INCIDENCE ANGLE XRD 
 
The MFR used during the injection molding process has a direct effect on the 
molecular weight of the resulting polymeric chains, as described in previous sections. 
Crystalline regions on a polymeric surface are simply areas where polymeric chains have 
untangled and aligned themselves in a somewhat ordered fashion. To understand the 
trend of surface crystallinity of the polymers, grazing incidence angle XRD is carried out 
on all samples at an incidence angle of 0.5°. The equipment used is the Bruker D8 
Discover in detector scan mode with data being obtained at every 0.07° interval. The 
XRD peaks and data obtain correspond to a maximum of 100nm of the surface of the 
samples, since the angle of incidence used is so low. The XRD peaks obtained for the 
four systems molded at 50°c are shown below in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 as a 
representation; 
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Figure 11: XRD peaks of sample JE1_60 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: XRD peaks of sample JE2_60 
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Figure 13: XRD peaks of sample JE3_60 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: XRD peaks of sample JE4_60 
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Resulting Grazing angle-XRD peaks were analyzed for percentage crystallinity using the 
formula: 
  
 
The surface crystallinity of the sample systems is shown in Figure 15: 
 
Figure 15: Surface crystallinity of model systems 
 
Crystalline regions in a polymer are regions where the polyeric chain molecules are 
better aligned compared to the bulk material. These regions are formed at the expense of 
heat energy available at the surface of the material. Therefore, it can be understood that 
polymers molded at higher tempratures would exhibity higher surface crystalinity.  
 At low MFR, as explained in the previous sections, polymeric chains have higher 
molecular weights. This indicates that the molecules would be longer and subsequently, 
more entangled and more randomly aligned to begin with. The effect of mold 
temperature is therefore countered due to the increased randomness and intertwining of 
the molecules in the system, and the system JE1 does not show the normal trend of 
increasing surface crystallinity with mold temperature.The effects of surface crystallinity 
on the polymer scratch and mar behavior will be studied and addressed in the following 
% Crystallinity  
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sections, along with the effect of surface crystallinity compounded with the effect of 
scratch additive on the system.  
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3. FTIR-ATR ANALYSIS 
 
The purpose of the FTIR-ATR analysis is to check whether or not there is a 
chemical change in the samples due to variation in manufacturing or processing 
conditions. The presence of a tangible difference in the FTIR spectra, appearance of a 
new peak or a missing peak, would indicate the presence or removal of a certain 
chemical bond and therefore a component from the system. FTIR-ATR analysis was 
carried out using a Nicolet 3800 FTIR machine at absorbance format. All samples were 
tested at settings of 50 scans, 4 resolution and at absorbance format with atmospheric 
suppression. 
 
3.1: Effect of melt flow rate and mold temperature  
 
 
Figure 16 : FTIR spectra of system JE1 
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As shown in Figure 16, in system JE1, at low MFR, there is no difference in the 
FTIR graphs. The peaks between 2800-3000 cm-1 correspond to stiff sp3 C-H bonds, 
[26] [27] [28]. The peaks at around 1300 cm-1 can be linked to aromatic CH and 
carboxyl-carbonate structures [29] [30] [28]. The peak at 2350 cm-1 corresponds to 
residual CO2 [31] [32].  Overall, there is no significant difference between the FTIR-
ATR Spectra of samples at all the different temperatures, and it can be stated that 
changing the mold temperature does not alter the chemical composition of the material 
in any way.  
 
 
Figure 17: FTIR spectra of system JE2 
 
In Figure 17, The FTIR spectra of the sample system JE2 of 17MFR show more 
variation in height of peaks compared to the 4MFR system. The points of interest are the 
peaks at 2800-3000cm-1, which correspond to stiff C-H bonds and the peaks at 1650-
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1700cm-1, which correspond to C=O bonds[33][34]. As mold Temperature increases, the 
peaks at 2800-3000cm-1 become less and less prominent and the peaks at 1650cm-1 
become sharper. This suggests that there are no new chemical bonds associated to higher 
mold temperature, but there is a decrease in the number of stiff C-H bonds on the surface 
of the material and increase in the C=O bonds.  
 
 
Figure 18: FTIR spectra of JE1 vs JE2, 40 degrees Celsius 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19: FTIR spectra of JE1 vs JE2, 50 degrees Celsius 
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Figure 20: FTIR spectra of JE1 vs JE2, 60 degrees Celsius 
 
Figures 18, 19 and 20 compare both JE1 and JE2 system FTIR spectra. Between 
JE1 and JE2, there is no major difference in the spectra of the two systems, except that 
the JE2 system, which has higher MFR, is more variant with mold temperature than the 
low MFR system. Both systems tend to exhibit a residual CO2 peak at 2350cm-1, 
especially at higher mold temperatures.  
  
3.2: Effect of mold temperature on additive behavior 
 
The FTIR-ATR spectrum of the JE4 system is similar to the JE3 system, as 
shown in Figures 21 and 22, with the exception of peaks at 1650cm-1, and 3300-3400cm-
1. These two peaks correspond to the amide group and symmetric and asymmetric stretch 
absorptions of primary and secondary amines respectively [35] [36]. Since these peaks 
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are not very prominent in the JE3 system, they are the difference between the two 
systems, i.e., they correspond to the slip agent used.  
 
 
Figure 21: FTIR spectra of system JE3 
 
 
 
Figure 22: FTIR spectra of system JE4 
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The peak at 1650cm-1, which corresponds to the amide group, increases in 
sharpness with increasing mold temperature. A similar trend is followed by the peaks 
between 3300-3400m-1 as well, although at a lower scale. Increasing the mold 
temperature permits more energy in the system and allows for the polymeric chain 
molecules to have a higher freedom of motion. In turn, this allows migration of the 
scratch additive to the surface more freely. Since the FTIR analysis was done on the 
surface of the samples, it can be concluded that the presence of the slip agent on the 
surface is more prominent for samples molded at higher temperature. This could be a 
useful tool in explaining differences in mar behavior. Since scratch damage happens 
below the surface, running an FTIR analysis below the surface of the sample at a depth 
of 200um was considered for system JE4.  
 
Figure 23: FTIR spectra of 200um depth below the surface of system JE4 
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The top 200um of the surface of the JE4 samples was polished using a polishing 
machine with 1200grit sandpaper as the abrasive, and then the sample was dried and 
cleaned with a blast of high purity nitrogen gas. FTIR analysis was carried out on these 
surfaces and the result obtained, shown in Figure 23, shows small, very vague peaks at 
the wave numbers corresponding to the scratch additive. From this, it can be said that the 
presence of the scratch additive is in less than the top 200um of the surface, and that 
higher mold temperature allows free migration of scratch additive to the surface and this 
in turn could impact scratch and mar behavior, especially the friction component.  
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4. SCRATCH TESTS 
 
4.1: Scratch testing criteria 
 
 
Figure 24 : 1mm diameter stainless steel scratch tip 
 
 
Scratch tests were carried out using a 1mm diameter steel ball scratch tip as 
shown in Figure 24. The load range used for all tests is a progressively increasing load of 
1-50N over a scratch length of 100mm, (1N at the start of the test at 0mm to 50N at 
100mm). Tests are carried out at three different rates of 1mm/s, 10mm/s and 100mm/s. 
All analysis is done on both scratch and mar tests after allowing at least 48 hours of time 
for elastic recovery of the material. The onset of different types of damage, fish scale 
and material removal, are the parameters to compare the scratch behavior, also, since 
aesthetics is a primary concern in scratch, the onset of whitening is used to compare the 
scratch behavior of these materials. To find the onset points of whitening, the plaques 
are scanned using an optical scanner and analyzed by the ASV© software with 3% 
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contrast and 50% continuity. These values are selected since they have previously been 
reported to closely match human observation. Human observers were also asked to judge 
the onset of whitening under a controlled lighting condition, the sample being placed in a 
black box in a dark room, illuminated by a single light source. Observers’ reading of the 
onset of scratch visibility and whitening was also noted to be compared to the ASV 
results to get an even more accurate estimate of the onset points. 
 
4.2: Onset of visibility study 
 
For both scratch and mar tests, Analysis was done by using the ASV© software 
and also by three human observers whose readings were kept unknown to one another, to 
avoid any influence on each other’s views. In the past, it has already been shown that the 
ASV© software gives results in tune with human visibility [9] [18]. To begin to analyze 
and explain further phenomena, it was first necessary to compare human observer’s 
readings to the ASV readings so that one of the two sets of data could be chosen for 
further discussion on topics.  
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Figure 25: Onset of visibility, JE1_60 
Figure 26: Onset of visibility, JE2_60 
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Figure 27: Onset of visibility, JE3_60 
Figure 28: Onset of visibility, JE4_60 
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The Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 are comparisons between the human observers’ 
perception of the onset of visibility and the ASV software results. To obtain the onset of 
visibility, since the initial damage is darkening damage, the criteria input to the ASV 
was +3% contrast and 50% continuity. 
 Human observers and ASV results for whitening are comparable and show very 
close values in all samples. In a few cases, the ASV shows slightly delayed onset of 
visibility of scratch compared to human observers. This difference of approximately 2N 
can be attributed to the human observers having the freedom to adjust their stance or 
adjust their position, neck tilt, or viewing angle slightly to improve clarity of vision. The 
onset of whitening data is interchangeable for both human and ASV results, Human 
observation is taken as the preferable data set while addressing future comparisons and 
analysis in the research. 
Scratch resistance of a sample can be quantified by the onset of damage and 
visibility of the sample. A material with better scratch resistance will show a delayed 
onset of damage and a delayed onset of visibility. The onset of damage and visibility for 
each scratch are found using the ASV© software and also human observation by three 
independent observers whose readings were not revealed so as to avoid any prejudice 
while conducting the experiment. 
The figures 29, 30 and 31 are graphs showing the onset of whitening of sample systems. 
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Figure 29: Onset of visibility, 1mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
Figure 30: Onset of visibility, 10mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
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The Onset of whitening of the JE1 system (4MFR) is delayed compared to the 
JE2 system (17MFR) for all scratch tests. The MFR of a polymer can be correlated to the 
molecular weight by an inverse relation [37]. Previous work by Browning et.al suggests 
that increasing the molecular weight would increase the tensile strength of a polymeric 
system, which can be used to explain the obtained result.  
At 4MFR, System JE1 shows no clear trend in the onset of whitening varying 
with mold temperature at any rate of testing. For any mold temperature, the onset of 
visibility of scratch is almost the same. However, at a higher MFR of 17, System JE2 
shows a clear trend of the onset of whitening being delayed with increase in the mold 
temperature. Increasing the MFR makes the sample’s Onset of whitening more sensitive 
Figure 31: Onset of visibility, 100mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
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to mold temperature and a higher mold temperature accompanied by a higher melt flow 
rate shows the most delayed onset of whitening at all rates. 
From the results of previous work as discussed, molecular weight and MFR are 
inversely related. The lower MFR system corresponds to a higher molecular weight. It 
has been shown that increasing the molecular weight of a system increases the modulus 
and strength and therefore delays scratch visibility. Also, the low MFR means that chain 
molecules are longer, more entangled, and have less freedom to orient themselves. This 
translates to the surface crystallinity% of the system. The system with higher MFR 
shows increasing trend of crystallinity with mold temperature, and follows no such trend 
for the system with low MFR. Therefore, the mold temperature must have lesser effect 
on the lower MFR system compared to the higher MFR system, which is also observed 
in the graphs. Results shown in figures 32, 33 and 34 are used to study the effect of 
scratch additive and mold temperature on the onset of visibility and whitening. 
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Figure 32: Onset of visibility, 1mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
Figure 33: Onset of visibility, 10mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
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The scratch behavior of System JE3 shows much earlier onset of visibility than 
system JE4, as expected. As the mold temperature increases, the onset of visibility of 
scratch on the JE4 system increases. Since the system without additive does not show 
any particular trend in scratch behavior with mold temperature, it can be assumed that 
the difference in the onset of visibility of scratch of the JE4 system is not due to the 
change in behavior of the material, but due to the change in behavior of the additive in 
the material at higher mold temperatures.   
 This can be related to the fact that the scratch additive shows better migration to 
the surface of the material, as was found in the FTIR-ATR analysis results for systems 
JE3 and JE4. The surface crystallinity of the systems increases with mold temperature 
for both these systems. But, by observing that system JE3 does not exhibit delayed 
Figure 34: Onset of visibility, 100mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
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visibility with mold temperature, it can be concluded that the effect of additive is much 
more relevant and important regarding scratch visibility than the surface crystallinity. 
 
4.3: Onset of fish scale and plowing damage 
 
 
Figure 35: Onset of damage, 1mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
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Figure 36: Onset of damage, 10mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
Figure 37: Onset of damage, 100mm/s, JE1 vs JE2 
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From figures 35, 36 and 37, it is observed that the onset of fish scale does not 
depend on the rate of testing. At lower mold temperature, the onset of fish scale is 
comparatively delayed for samples made at lower melt flow rate compared to the 
samples at high melt flow rate, which show the earliest onset of fish scale formation. The 
MFR does not have as much of a visible effect on the onset of damage of the material as 
it does on the onset of visibility of the material. 
 The onset of plowing is much more sensitive to the rate of testing than the onset 
of fish scale formation. At higher rates of testing, all samples show earlier onset of 
material removal, as expected. At 4MFR, the samples do not show any dependence of 
onset of material removal on the mold temperature. However, there is an observable 
trend in system JE2, The onset of plowing is delayed with the increasing mold 
temperature, especially when the rate of testing is high.  
MFR has an effect on onset of visibility but no effect on the onset of fish scale or 
plowing. Samples show whitening at fish scale but not at the onset of fish scale, rather at 
a time when it is very pronounced. At high MFR, samples increasing mold temperature 
show delayed plowing damage. Low MFR samples are not as sensitive to mold 
temperature.  
The surface crystallinity of the system with higher MFR increases with mold 
temperature. When the MFR is high, or the system has a lower molecular weight, the 
chains are shorter. At higher mold temperature, these chains could have more freedom of 
movement and align themselves better, causing a more crystalline surface layer and 
therefore improving scratch properties. The onset of fish-scale formation was associated 
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to the ultimate strength. A more crystalline surface would obviously have better hardness 
and ultimate strength, causing delayed onsets of both fish scale and plowing damage. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Onset of damage, 1mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
Figure 39: Onset of damage, 10mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
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There is a notably early onset of fish scale formation for all scratches on the JE3 
and JE4 sample systems, as seen in figures 38, 39 and 40, indicating that there is very 
little ironing effect or groove formation at the start of the scratch. This could mean that 
the samples are softer in nature compared to the JE1 and JE2 systems. As expected, the 
onset of plowing is initiated earlier at higher rates of testing for all samples. The effect of 
the scratch additive on the onset of plowing becomes more and more visible as the rate 
of testing is increased. There is not much of a difference in the onset of plowing damage 
for 1mm/s, but the scratch additive shows a visible improvement in scratch performance 
for tests at 10mm/s and 100mm/s. 
 The onset of fish-sale formation is associated to the ultimate strength of the 
material, and the onset of plowing includes a factor which is not involved heavily in fish 
Figure 40: Onset of damage, 100mm/s, JE3 vs JE4 
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scale formation, which if the accumulation of material in front of the tip. Depending on 
the rate of scratch, the material removed by the tip is either passed up to the sides of the 
scratch or accumulates with the scratch tip. If the material is accumulated in front of the 
tip, there is an increase in scratch co-efficient of friction, which will be accompanied by 
a more severe damage. At lower rates of testing, the material removed is usually pushed 
to the sides of the tip, whereas at higher rates, the removed material is more likely to 
build up in front of the tip in the scratch path and get compressed by the tip and thereby 
increase tangential load on the tip. This effect is reflected in the onset of plowing 
damage in the above results.  
 Since TPOs are among the softer polymers, they exhibit lower yield stresses, and 
form fish scale soon. For the above samples, there is a very early fish scale formation for 
the JE3 system without additive. When additive is added, the friction is reduced since 
the additive acts as a slip agent. This causes lesser heat generated, lesser material 
accumulated and delayed onset of fish-sale formation and a slightly longer groove 
formation. 
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4.4: SCOF of scratch tests 
 
 
Figure 41: SCOF 10mm/s, JE1 
 
 
 
Figure 42: SCOF 10mm/s, JE2 
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The scratch co-efficient of friction takes into account both the surfaces in contact 
and the material build-up in front of the tip during the scratch process. Figures 41 and 42 
show the comparison for different mold temperatures of the sample systems JE1 and 
JE2. The SCOF is a parameter which is usually prominent in the earlier stages of scratch. 
During the earlier stages of scratch, the tip has not yet reached the point to which it 
causes plowing and has not penetrated the surface. There is a low normal load in this 
stage of the scratch, which means the tip does not compress the material under it 
completely and thereby increase the overall area of contact. At this phase of the scratch, 
the damage done is on the surface as opposed to deeper plowing damage. The virgin 
undamaged surface roughness of the samples can be associated to SCOF at this part of 
the scratch.  
 It has been established that the mold temperature’s increase does not have a very 
visible or significant effect on the system with low MFR. The scratch co-efficient of 
friction graphs for all three rates of testing, 1mm/s, 10mm/s and 100mm/s all point to 
this fact. For samples JE1, as expected, there is no variation of SCOF with change in 
mold temperature. The SCOF is not very differentiable since mold temperature does not 
show a strong effect when the system has a low MFR. In the case of the higher MFR 
system JE2, however, the SCOF curves reflect the visibility analysis results, especially at 
the start of the scratch along the first few millimeters. The lower mold temperature 
system shows higher SCOF values and earlier onset of visibility and damage. 
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Figure 43: SCOF 10mm/s, JE3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44: SCOF 10mm/s, JE4 
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The material of systems JE3 and JE4 is softer compared to the systems JE1 and 
JE2. Therefore, there is much more depth of penetration and much higher SCOF 
observed in the case of these systems. In Figures 43 and 44, there are sharp peaks on the 
SCOF curves and large increase in slope towards the ends of the scratch which 
correspond to plowing damage. The tip digs into the material and there is much higher 
tangential resistance force against the direction of scratch.  
 As observed in the case of the onset of visibility and damage, there is no 
significant effect of mold temperature on the SCOF of the TPO system without scratch 
additive. The system with scratch additive, system JE4 shows a much clearer trend. As 
the mold temperature increases, there is more slip agent presence on the surface of the 
material, which gives a lower SCOF to the system. 
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5. MAR TESTS 
 
5.1: Mar testing criteria 
 
Mar tests are superficial in comparison to scratch tests and are not expected to 
show nearly as severe material removal damage as scratch tests. Mar tests are done with 
tips that cause area damage as opposed to a single-line damage of a scratch tip. A Self-
adjusting barrel tip, as shown in Figure 45, was used for the mar testing of samples 
within a load range of 1-120N at a testing rate of 10mm/s.  
 
 
Figure 45: Self-adjusting barrel tip 
 
The self-Adjusting barrel tip is a tip that has been known to cause ironing type of 
damage i.e., it tends to smooth the surface by “ironing out” peaks and valleys. This is 
because the tip itself is very smooth and hard. The self-adjusting nature of the tip also 
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makes it such that the tip has a degree of freedom to get tilted by a small angle 
perpendicular to the direction of mar during testing. This makes material removal 
unlikely and gives rise to an “ironed” mar area. 
 
The type of mar which is more likely to occur to polymeric components during 
real world use is a roughening type of mar. It can be seen when two surface scrape 
against each other. Even if one of the surfaces is rough, there is a roughening type of 
effect on both surfaces as a result of this type of contact. To emulate this type of mar, 
one test was done on each plaque using a square tip with a polishing surface of cloth at a 
load range of 1-30N. The cloth tip, as shown in Figure 46, causes a roughening type of 
damage as opposed to the barrel tip’s ironing damage.  
 
 
Figure 46: Schematic of a cloth-covered mar tip 
 
Mar damage by both types of tips were imaged using a DSLR camera in a dark 
room under a single light source under fixed conditions as shown in Figure 47 and 
analyzed using the ASV© software. The aspect of mar damage which is focused upon is 
visibility, since mar does not cause nearly as severe mechanical damage as scratch. 
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Previous work suggests that the onset of visibility is not the factor which decides the 
severity of mar damage, but the degree of visibility of mar as a whole, which is 
expressed in terms of a Contrast%. The contrast percentage of each section along the 
length of the mar is shown in the form of a contrast curve, which can be used to compare 
the overall visibility of mar.  
 
 
 
As with scratch tests, three human observers were also asked to give their views 
on the visibility of mar. Since the onset of visibility of mar is not a point of priority, 
observers were asked to rate the samples on the degree to which they were visible. 
Observers were allowed to view the mar under the same lighting conditions as was used 
for imaging and asked to rank samples based on visibility. Although this is not a 
quantitative approach, it can be used to establish whether or not the Contrast curves 
obtained by ASV analysis are credible and relate to actual human observation. SCOF is 
Figure 47: Setup for imaging and human observation 
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also used as a tool to explain the mar behavior of sample systems, since mar is a surface 
phenomenon. As previously stated, it is the ratio of the tangential resistance force 
experienced to the normal load applied by the tip on the sample plaque. The difference 
between the SCOF and co-efficient of kinetic friction is the effect due to any build-up in 
front of the tip which adds to the resistance experienced during the test. It can easily be 
deduced that as the extent of material build-up in front of the tip varies along the length 
of testing, therefore, unlike the co-efficient of kinetic friction, SCOF is a variable 
quantity and needs to be plotted along the length of test.  
 
5.2 Mar test visibility- contrast curves 
 
Mar damage is much more superficial than scratch damage. It is the difference in 
the geometry of the mar tip and scratch tip, and the topography of the polishing surface 
which dictates how severe the mar damage inflicted on a sample would be. As the 
surface roughness and hardness of the tip increase, the type of damage induced on the 
specimen being tested will drift towards a scratch type of damage. Therefore, using a 
very hard and rough tip would cause a mar which would have a scratch-like material 
removal effect on soft specimens and cracking damage on hard specimens. 
A self-Adjusting barrel tip is used to conduct all mar tests on samples. This tip is 
smooth and has a small degree of freedom to negate any tilt while fixing the tip which 
could damage one side of the mar in a different way from the rest of the mar area. This 
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type of irregular marring is known as the “edge effect” and has been observed in mar 
made by rigid tips. 
 
 
Figure 48: Perception of smoother and rougher surfaces [38] 
 
As demonstrated in Figure 48, when a beam of light strikes a perfectly smooth 
surface, the entire beam of light is reflected at an angle of reflection which is equal to the 
angle of incidence. But since there is no perfectly smooth surface in nature, not the 
entirety of the beam of light is reflected in the same direction. A part of the beam 
incidents on surface irregularities and gets reflected at other angles. This phenomena in 
which a part of the incident beam is lost is called diffusive reflection. When mar damage 
is done to the surface the amount of diffusive reflection increases or decreases depending 
on whether the surface has undergone a reduction or an increase in surface roughness, 
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which directly translates to an increase or decrease in the number of irregularities which 
cause light to undergo diffusive reflection.  
 Since the contrast curve and contrast percentage rely on formulae which compare 
the intensities of the light from the marred region to the surrounding virgin surface, if the 
marred region is darker, there will be a negative contrast observed in the contrast curve, 
and vice-versa.  
As stated earlier, human observers were asked to rank the samples in terms of the 
extent of visibility of mar. Although this is not a quantitative measurement, it is a good 
tool for comparison of the results since imaging of mar is subject to many variables and 
has a lot of scope for error. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49: Contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 40 degrees Celsius 
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Figure 50: Contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 50 degrees Celsius 
Figure 51: Contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 60 degrees Celsius 
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From Figures 49, 50 and 51, Sample Systems JE1 and JE2 do not exhibit heavy 
mar damage at all when tested with a barrel tip. Even when allowed the freedom to tilt 
the sample and view them for comparison, human observers claimed that the marred 
area on the samples was only vaguely different from the undamaged area. However, they 
stated that marred region on the JE1 system was more visible than the marred region of 
the corresponding sample of the JE2 system. 
The contrast curves obtained after the ASV analysis of the samples offer an 
explanation to the human observers’ statements. The contrast curves of system JE1 and 
JE2 show very low contrast percentages, not greater than 2% or less than -2%. Since the 
human eye only easily perceives a contrast of over 3%, it is understandable why 
observers had a hard time judging the mar of the samples. The JE2 sample system 
contrast curves are mostly near-zero negative values, which indicate that there is only a 
mild darkening of the sample even at loads as high as 120N using the barrel tip. In 
comparison, the JE1 samples also show very low contrast% values but these values are 
higher than the corresponding JE2 curves. Thus, both the ASV and human observers are 
in agreement that the system JE1 shows a slightly more visible mar compared to the JE2 
system.  
To obtain a different type of mar damage which could separate these systems, 
tests are done using a cloth tip on the JE1 and JE2 samples. Since this type of tip is much 
rougher than the smooth steel barrel tip, the applied load need not be very high to obtain 
visible damage. A load range of 1-8N is applied using the cloth tip to study the mar 
behavior.  
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Figure 52: Cloth tip contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 40 degrees Celsius 
Figure 53: Cloth tip contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 50 degrees Celsius 
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The mar done using a cloth tip was much more easily perceived by human 
observers. According to them, system JE1 had more visible mar damage compared to 
system JE2. The contrast curves obtained by ASV analysis of the cloth tip tests, given in 
Figures 52, 53 and 54, show a much wider gap between the systems than in the case of 
barrel tip tests. Firstly, the Contrast% values are all positive, which indicates whitening 
or roughening of the surface. The JE1 system exhibits higher contrast% than system JE2.  
In terms of ranking between different mold temperatures for each sample system, 
for both systems JE1 and JE2, human observers ranked Barrel tip mars on the 40°c 
samples as the most visible, followed by 50°c and 60°c. However, the contrast curves at 
all three temperatures are very similar. System JE1 shows most visible mar damage on 
the sample molded at 40°c, in the case of both barrel tip and cloth tip, which is in 
Figure 54: Cloth tip contrast curve, JE1 vs JE2, 60 degrees Celsius 
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agreement with the human observation results. The JE1 samples show better scratch 
behavior and the JE2 samples show better mar behavior. In previous work done, it had 
been shown that decreasing the lower MFR injection molding processes give PP which 
has a higher skin layer thickness [39]  Since molecules higher MFR and higher mold 
temperature have better freedom to align and orient themselves on the surface, they form 
a more crystalline layer than the lower MFR system. The scratch damage of fish-scale 
and plowing depends on the strength of material but since mar is much more superficial, 
the alignment of molecules on the surface has a much more pronounced effect and 
therefore, the mar on the system with higher MFR is less visible compared to the higher 
MFR system. A load range of 1-120N was applied using a self-adjusting barrel tip on all 
samples to create a marred region. Again, a time interval of at least 48 hours was 
allowed for these samples before imaging and ranking by human observers.  
 
 
Figure 55: Contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 40 degrees Celsius 
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Figure 56: Contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 50 degrees Celsius 
Figure 57: Contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 60 degrees Celsius 
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From Figures 55, 56 and 57, it is clear that the self-adjusting barrel tip caused a 
much more easily visible mar to the JE3 and JE4 samples compared to the JE1 and JE2 
samples. The mar on the JE3 and JE4 samples caused by the barrel tip is darker 
compared to the virgin surface. Human observers felt that the mar on the JE3 samples 
was more visible than mar on the JE4 samples for each corresponding mold temperature. 
On imaging and performing the contrast curve analysis using the ASV software, the 
contrast curves obtained show negative contrast percentage values which support the 
view of darkening and ironing of samples and also, the curve of the JE3 samples has a 
more negative trend to it than the JE4 samples contrast curve.  
 Human observers ranked the 40°c samples to have the most visible mar damage, 
followed by 50°c and 60°c, for both system JE3 and JE4. They also said that the mar 
looked almost the same and that there was not much of a difference. From the contrast 
curves, it is almost impossible to differentiate between the three different mold 
temperatures, except in the case of JE4, where the mar at 60°c shows a contrast curve 
which is not as unidirectional as the rest of the curves.  
Mar mostly happens due to the change in surface roughness of the sample, the 
slip agent layer on the surface causes the mar tip to slide over the surface and not cause 
as much roughness change as would have otherwise occurred without its presence. Also, 
the presence of more slip agent on the surface with increasing mold temperature causes 
higher mold temperature samples to exhibit lower contrasts and lower visibility, as was 
in the case of scratch tests. Although the tests conducted using the self-adjusting barrel 
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tip produces visible mar and differentiable results, the cloth tip was also used to induce 
mar damage on JE3 and JE4 samples at load ranges of 1-8N.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 58: Cloth tip contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 40 degrees Celsius 
Figure 59: Cloth tip contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 50 degrees Celsius 
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The mar damage caused by the cloth tip on the JE3 and JE4 samples was less 
visible compared to the damage caused by the barrel tip, as seen in Figures 58, 59 and 
60. In samples of all three mold temperatures, the sample system JE3 endured more 
visible mar damage compared to system JE4. The nature of this damage on the samples 
is also different, in the sense that the marred region appears darker than the virgin 
surface at some parts at some angles and the same region appears brighter and whiter 
than the background virgin surface at other angles. The contrast curve analysis produces 
results which show low contrast% values, suggesting low visibility of mar. There are 
parts of the contrast curve which lie above the X-axis and below the X-axis, which 
supports that there are regions which are both darker and whiter than the virgin surface 
on the path of the same mar. Also, neither of the three mold temperatures’ graphs show a 
Figure 60:  Cloth tip contrast curve, JE3 vs JE4, 60 degrees Celsius 
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significantly higher or lower set of contrast% values or a steep or deep curve, which 
suggests they are all not very differentiable.  
Since the TPO material is soft, the asperities on the surface are ironed out 
initially. As the load applied by the cloth tip increases, the two surfaces come into 
contact with each other with a much higher contact area and compressive force, and the 
cloth tip causes roughening damage. The graphs are tough to differentiate in terms of 
contrast% and no conclusions can be drawn from the tests done using the cloth tip on the 
JE3 and JE4 samples.  
 
5.3: LSCM- surface roughness change due to mar 
 
 
 
Figure 61: Surface roughness (Rq), system JE1 
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The surface roughness (Rq) was found using the LSCM at 10x magnification 
along the length of mar. The virgin surface roughness of all JE1 and JE2 samples falls 
between 3±0.2um. From Figures 61 and 62, it is observed that the barrel tip causes a 
reduction in the surface roughness along its length of mar, suggesting an ironing type of 
mar for all samples. But, no clear pattern is observed among mar on samples of the same 
system molded at different temperatures. Therefore, it can be said that mold temperature 
does not influence ironing mar behavior of the PP plaque samples.  
 
Figure 62: Surface roughness (Rq), system JE2 
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 Figure 63: Surface roughness (Rq), JE1_40 vs JE2_40 
Figure 64: Surface roughness (Rq), JE1_50 vs JE2_50 
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To understand the effect of MFR on the surface roughness change due to barrel 
tip, the surface roughness of individual temperature is separately compared, and again, 
there is no clear common trend in the graphs in Figures 63, 64 and 65. In some cases, the 
low MFR system undergoes greater surface roughness change, and in other cases, it is 
the opposite. The only conclusion from these graphs is that the MFR does not affect the 
ironing mar on these samples greatly. 
Figure 65: Surface roughness (Rq), JE1_60 vs JE2_60 
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Figure 66: Surface roughness (Rq), system JE3 
 
 
 
Figure 67: Surface roughness (Rq), system JE4 
 
The LSCM results for surface roughness are again used to quantify the surface 
roughness change in the systems. From Figures 66 and 67, for both TPO systems JE3 
and JE4, there is a visible trend in surface roughness change along the length of mar. 
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The samples molded at 60°c show lower surface roughness reduction due to barrel tip 
mar than 60°c, and surface roughness change for 50°c is greater than for 40°c. This 
happens for both systems, so it can be concluded that higher mold temperature makes the 
surface more resistant to roughness change by an ironing barrel tip.  
 
 
Figure 68: Surface roughness (Rq), JE3_40 vs JE4_40 
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Figure 69: Surface roughness (Rq), JE3_50 vs JE4_50 
Figure 70: Surface roughness (Rq), JE3_60 vs JE4_60 
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The scratch additive makes the tip slide over the surface without causing as much 
roughness change as would have been without an additive. This is visible in the Figures 
68, 69 and 70, where for all mold temperatures, samples with scratch additive on the 
surface show a more uniform surface roughness curve compared to the samples without 
additive.  
 
5.4: SCOF of mar tests 
 
 
 
 
Figure 71: Mar SCOF, system JE1 
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The Scratch co-efficient o friction is plotted for the mar tests on the samples 
along the length. Since three tests were carried out with the same testing parameters for 
each sample, one of the three was chosen as a representative. It was confirmed that the 
three curves are nearly the same in all ways, before selection. From the SCOF curves for 
JE1 and JE2 are very different although mar behavior is not very easily differentiable. 
From Figure 71, System JE1 shows different SCOF for different mold temperatures, but 
this difference in SCOF is not reflected in the visibility or surface roughness change on 
the sample. It is also noted that the sample at mold temperature of 50°c shows the least 
value of SCOF for system JE1 so it must have the least roughness change, and therefore, 
least visibility. However, this is not the case. For system JE2, however, in Figure 72, the 
SCOF curves are in support of the mar visibility behavior exhibited by the samples. For 
Figure 72: Mar SCOF, system JE2 
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all mold temperatures, the SCOF between the tip and surface along the length is nearly 
0.2.  
 
Figure 73: Mar SCOF, system JE3 
 
 
 
Figure 74: Mar SCOF, system JE4 
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The SCOF curves for the JE3 and JE4 samples in Figures 73 and 74 respectively 
reflect and explain the mar behavior better than in the case of the JE1 and JE2 samples. 
The TPO system without additive has a higher visibility and contrast% than the 
corresponding sample with additive. From the SCOF curve, it is seen that the friction 
between the surfaces is also much higher for samples without scratch additive. The mar 
behavior, however, improves with increasing mold temperature in the case of the sample 
without additive. The friction experienced by the tip as it moves along the surface is 
visibly lower in the case of JE3 samples of a higher mold temperature. In comparison, 
the JE4 samples all show very low SCOF values, which are almost the same and in each 
case, much lesser than the corresponding JE3 sample.  
The spikes on SCOF curves of the JE3 system indicate areas of high friction. The 
SCOF plot is in agreement with the human observers’ assessment of the higher mold 
temperature mar being the least visible, and with the LSCM outcome that there is much 
more surface roughness in the system without additive than in the system with additive. 
The low SCOF explains why there is less change in surface roughness of the JE4 system 
and also explains the improved mar visibility compared to system JE3. The increasing 
effect of the scratch additive with increasing mold temperature is not very visible in the 
SCOF curves of system JE4, since they are all very close to each other. But, since there 
is removal of additive from the surface of the sample when a mar test is done, a part of 
the contrast in appearance of the marred region should be attributed to the presence of 
the scratch additive which has been removed.  
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This indicates that although the mold temperature affects the mar behavior 
significantly, the degree to which the scratch additive influences mar behavior of 
samples is much greater. In agreement with the visibility results, higher mold 
temperatures result in more additive migrating to the surface, causing slip of the mar tip 
and lower SCOF values and visibility.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Along with scratch and Mar tests, the physical and surface properties of the 
sample systems were analyzed in the form of SCOF, surface roughness, damage feature 
onset for scratch tests, and FTIR-ATR analysis. It should be noted that scratch and mar 
tests were carried out in a direction parallel to the injection molding flow direction. If the 
polymer molecules were to align themselves, there is a high probability that they would 
align themselves along the direction of flow. 
From the scratch test results obtained for the High and Low MFR systems, it was 
found that the high melt flow rate of the system gives increasingly better scratch and 
mar-resistant surfaces with increasing mold temperature, owing to the molecules having 
more energy and less length to orient themselves on the surface and from a more 
crystalline surface layer. As MFR is inversely related to molecular weight, the lower 
MFR system has higher molecular weight distribution among its chains and therefore 
exhibits higher modulus and hardness. This results in a general delay in the visibility of 
the lower MFR system compared to the higher MFR system. The SCOF of the lower 
MFR system is also not very dependent on the mold temperature, which is in agreement 
with the above explanation, and similarly the higher MFR system shows higher scratch 
co-efficient of friction at lower mold temperature. Since the chain molecules align 
themselves in the direction of scratch, a better aligned system would have lesser 
resistance to scratch and mar, and would therefore exhibit lower SCOF. This is the same 
result obtained from the SCOF curves, supporting the theory. As expected, the lower 
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MFR system shows slightly better scratch resistance, and does not depend as much on 
the mold temperature as the higher MFR system does.   
In systems JE3 and JE4, as expected, the system with scratch additive shows 
much improved performance than the system without. The additive’s effect gets 
enhanced as the mold temperature was increased, since there is better migration of 
additive to the surface at higher mold temperatures. The onset of visibility, fish-scale and 
plowing got improved because of the presence of additive, which caused slip on the 
surface, reflected by the low SCOF, and lesser damage. However, without the scratch 
additive, the TPO system was by itself not heavily reliant on the mold temperature and 
showed no strong trend in terms of visibility or damage.  
Results of Mar tests showed that reduction in surface roughness causes a 
darkened appearance and a lower brightness compared to the background, and an 
increase in surface roughness shows a higher brightness compared to the background 
and whitening effect. The MFR and mold temperature does not show a visibly large 
effect on darkening type or ironing type mar damage, but, it was observed that for 
roughening and more sever mar, the system with higher MFR showed better mar 
behavior. This can be attributed to the fact that mar behavior relies more on the surface 
profile and roughness of the tip and sample rather than the bulk properties such as the 
modulus or yield strength, which get enhanced at lower MFR.  
 For the JE3 and JE4 systems, the extent of additive presence on the surface of the 
material depends on the mold temperature and this heavily impacts mar behavior. For 
barrel tip tests, The system with scratch additive shows better mar behavior in terms of 
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visibility and friction and roughness change at higher mold temperatures. No real 
conclusions could be made from the visibility analysis of the cloth tip tests, since they 
are visible differently at different angles, show both positive and negative contrast% 
values on the same curve, show no differentiable trend between different mold 
temperatures.  
Further research needs to be done roughening mar damage and darkening mar 
damage, and the method of analysis. There are many proposed adjustments and changes 
to the visibility analysis, the contrast% calculation and the imaging and observation of 
mar. Some of them have been tried on the course of this work and been successfully 
implemented whereas there are other proposed changes to the formulae which have not 
yet been perfected but could yield better and more accurate results. 
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